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Information for accommodation in Brf Lunden in Sollentuna

English
You can find an English version (google translated) of this document at
https://lundenisollentuna.se/boendeinfo

New board
A new board was elected at the Annual General Meeting in
somras. Now that the holidays are over, we are
running again. We are from left to right:
Gunnar (chairman), Ludvig, Jan, Husein,
Agneta, Christian and Filip (alternate).
Feel free to say hello to us if you see us in the house!

Parking and Storage
The association has a number of stores that we rent
out. They are found in the property's secondary areas - for example in
the basement corridor. The rent is SEK 650 / square meter / year for those who live in the house.
We have a number of parking spaces available - both inside the garage and outdoors. Get in touch if you are interested.
Prices vary a lot, so get in touch if you are interested.
Mail styrelsen@lundenisollentuna.se , or leave a letter in the box on Pilvägen 100 in interest! If
you have a parking space or storage that you no longer want, so contact the board for termination.

New charging stations!
We have now installed charging stations for electric cars and charging hybrids!
If you have a car that you want to charge, you can do it at home in the house. A number of parking spaces, as well as a motorcycle
space has been created, and these have been given charging stations.
Contact the board if interested!

Hello then analog TV!
ComHem has announced that they will shut down the analogue TV network on September 8. The
will switch to broadcasting on digital channels only.
Most TVs newer than 2008 can receive digital TV. If you only have one analog TV means
that you can not watch TV unless you get a new device.
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